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A B S T R A C T

Forest expansion into formerly agricultural land plays a relevant role for generating carbon sinks eligible

under afforestation activities in the Kyoto Protocol (KP) carbon accounting framework. This paper

provides a methodological framework for the multi-temporal assessment of carbon accumulated in these

new forest stands, at the reference years of the KP commitment periods: remote sensing analyses,

integrating optical imagery and airborne laser scanning data with field survey, are combined with the

carbon simulation model CO2FIX to project carbon changes. The approach is applied to a case study in the

central Apennines (Italy) to assess the carbon sink associated to these new forests at the years 2008,

2012 and 2020. The approach is based on forest cover change detection and growing stock mapping,

while the multi-temporal carbon sink analysis is performed by means of the CO2FIX model. In the

considered test area, the results highlight a compound annual rate of forest expansion equal to 0.26% for

the period 1990–2012. The overall carbon stored by the new stands is 21.1 Mg ha!1 (relative standard

error less than 10%) at the year 2012, projected to reach 33.5 Mg ha!1 at the year 2020.

ã 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Countries ratifying the United Nations Framework Convention

on Climate Change (UNFCCC) Kyoto Protocol (KP) are given the

option to meet part of their reduction requirements through the

carbon credits generated by afforestation activities after 1990

(Article 3.3). The protocol allows sinks associated with woodland

creation in abandoned farmland to be included in the national

carbon accounting system to offset emissions, provided that forest

expansion can be considered a direct human-induced conversion

of land that has not been forested for a period of at least 50 years

(UNFCCC, 2001). The possibility to include afforestation as

permissible offset activity holds also for the second commitment

period of the KP (UNFCCC, 2011).

Italy has expressed a formal position to include the carbon sinks

generated by forest expansion as afforestation activities; such a

widespread woodland creation phenomenon is regarded human-

induced, as it is a natural dynamic that would not otherwise occur

without intentional agricultural land abandonment. This phenom-

enon, widely observed in rural landscapes in Italy (Barbati et al.,

2013; Cimini et al., 2013; Corona et al., 2008; Piussi and Pettenella,

2000), is common to many countries of the global north (Beilin

et al., 2014). Yet, only few studies have quantitatively analyzed the

implications of forest expansion in terms of creation of new carbon

sinks (Acosta et al., 2005; Conti and Fagarazzi, 2004; Gils et al.,

2008; Mazzoleni et al., 2004).

To bridge this knowledge gap, this paper addresses as a main

scientific question the experimentation of a methodological

approach, founded on the integration of forest mapping and

inventory (Corona, 2010; McRoberts, 2010) with carbon modelling,

to assess carbon accumulated in forest stands naturally originated

by forest expansion, at the reference years of KP commitment

periods (2008, 2012, 2020). Distinctively, simple remote sensing

analyses are combined with the carbon simulation model CO2FIX

(Masera et al., 2003) to project carbon changes (Fig. 1). The

approach allows wall-to-wall mapping of above ground carbon

stock, suitable to support decision-making at various administra-

tive levels, from municipality up to subnational scale.

Under such a perspective, the proposed approach has been

tested in a case study in central Italy. The experimental framework

builds on three steps: (1) forest cover change detection to quantify

natural afforestation in the period 1990-2012 by means of optical
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